Check out a print book:

- First find a book by searching the “Find It” box and limiting to books/ebooks on the results page, or use Books & Media.

- Once you find a title, look for the call number, this is the location code for the book.

- Keep an eye on location: some books are at GVSU’s Steelcase or Frey Libraries downtown. Simply hit “Request It” to have it sent to Mary I. for you!

- If the location says ASRS, this means it is in storage. Hit “Request It” to have robots (!) retrieve it and you can pick it up at the Service Desk (main floor).

- Check out your book by taking it to the Service Desk on the main floor, (you’ll need your student ID). You can also use the self-checkouts by building exits.

Take a break from reading academic articles and check out the recreational reading section in the Argo Tea Café area

If GVSU doesn’t have what you want...

- Raid other MI libraries by clicking on Books & Media on the homepage, and scrolling to this link:

- If you find a book in this catalog, request it by clicking the “Get this for Me”